Workflow Apps
Rapidly build integrated, interactive and enterprise-ready apps – without code

The rise of low-code platforms has become a game changer for companies looking to:

- Accelerate digital transformation
- Reduce costs associated with the maintenance of inflexible legacy systems
- Streamline experiences resulting from multiple, often disconnected, back-end services

Companies that adopt a future-fit technology approach, including low-code solutions, will outperform their peers by 2.8 times faster, and speed-up application development up to 90% faster than traditional processes. Businesses striving to become more agile and innovative will benefit from an enterprise-grade low-code platform to help them get-to-market ahead of their competition.

Workflow Apps enables you to seamlessly integrate apps and data, extend business processes with ease, and build interactive apps without any code. It simplifies the complexity of building process-centric applications so that IT and business teams can accelerate business outcomes, all while reducing costs.

Easily build workflow apps without code
Seamlessly integrate your systems with ease
Meet business demands while reducing IT spend
Democratize application development with confidence

See Workflow Apps in action
https://youtu.be/x-R6c4Gya2U
“Workflow Apps revolutionized the way we connect with our customers. Workato’s OpenAI connector fills in personalized message templates swiftly, allowing our Customer Service team to respond to customer inquiries more effectively. Workato’s AI and Apps capabilities have not only streamlined our customer journey but also supercharged our response rates by 70%. This has brought us a step closer to delivering the exceptional customer experience we envision at Unblock.”

Vincent Khadige
Co-founder at Unblock

The leader in enterprise automation, Workato helps organizations increase their operation’s speed, scale, and accuracy by automating common business processes without compromising security and governance. Built for Business and IT users, Workato is trusted by over 17,000 of the world’s top brands, including Broadcom, Intuit, and Box. Headquartered in Mountain View, Calif., Workato is backed by Altimeter Capital, Battery Ventures, Insight Venture Partners, Tiger Global, and Redpoint Ventures. For more information, visit http://workato.com.

See what Workflow Apps can do for you

Key features:

- Visually build responsive workflow apps using a drag-and-drop interface, wizard, and templates
- Easily connect to a breadth of databases, systems, and processes using 1200+ pre-built connectors
- Incorporate sophisticated business logic and rules into your processes
- Securely store up to 1M rows of app data in high-performing and scalable data tables
- Deliver multi-channel experiences with interactive chatbots for Slack and Microsoft Teams
- Leverage a brandable out-of-the-box portal instead of building one from scratch